Strategies for implementing the action plan for SRVS

Mongolian team
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1.1 Topics of CRVS Mongolia vs Int.l recommendation

• Reflected core topics of BIRTH: 16/22
• Births (event)
  – Date and place of occurrence
  – Date and place of registration
  – Sex
  – Weight at
• Births (mother)
  – Date of birth (derived from national ID)
  – Marital status
  – Educational attainment
• Births (mother)
  – Place of usual residence
  – Children born alive to mother during her entire lifetime
  – Date of marriage
• Births (father)
  – Date of birth (derived from national ID)
  – Educational attainment
  – Place of usual residence
Cont.d

• Excluded core topics of BIRTH: 6/22
• Births (event)
  – Attendant at birth
• Births (mother)
  – Duration of residence in usual place
  – Place/ country of birth
  – Foetal deaths to mother during her entire life time
  – Date of last previous live birth
• Births (father)
  – Marital status
1.2 Topics of CRVS Mongolia vs Int.l recommendation

• Reflected core topics of DEATH: 9/11
• Deaths (event)
  – Date and place of occurrence
  – Date and place of registration
  – Cause of death (ICD-9 and not coded)
• Decedents
  – Date of birth (derived from national ID)
  – Sex
  – Marital status
  – Place of usual residence
• Excluded core topics of DEATH: 2/11
• Deaths (event)
  – Certifier
• Decedents
  – Place of the usual residence of the mother (for infant deaths)
1.3 Topics of CRVS Mongolia vs Int.l recommendation

• Foetal deaths
  – Not registered at the registrar
  – Data is available from health records
1.4 Topics of CRVS Mongolia vs Int.l recommendation

- Reflected core topics of MARRIAGE: 5/6
- Marriage (event)
  - Date of occurrence
  - Date and place of registration
- Bride and grooms
  - Date of birth (derived from national ID)
  - Place of usual residence
Cont.d

• Excluded core topics of MARRIAGE: 1/6
• Marriage (event)
  – Place of occurrence
1.5 Topics of CRVS Mongolia vs Int.l recommendation

- Reflected core topics of DIVORCE: 6/7
- Divorce (event)
  - Date of occurrence
  - Date and place of registration
- Bride and grooms
  - Date of birth (derived from national ID)
  - Date of marriage
  - Place of usual residence
Cont.d

- Excluded core topics of DIVORCE: 1/7
- Divorce (event)
  - Place of occurrence
2. Major obstacles

• Generally budget constraints
• Lack of IT personnel at the HQ of registration authority
2. Major obstacles:
For birth registration

• Late registration, particularly at rural area
• Big landscape and distance between herder households
• However, motivated by the state subsidy
2. Major obstacles: For death registration

- Late registration, particularly at rural areas
- Low coverage of infant deaths due to
  - People`s stereotype about deceased child
  - Newborn`s name makes trouble on registration process
- However, motivated by the state subsidy
- And burial and incineration requires registration at urban area
2. Major obstacles:
For marriage registration

- Policy intervened to marriage in irregular manner
- People`s stereotype
  - No legal obligation in front of each other
  - Globalization
- No financial motivation
2. Major obstacles: For divorce registration

- Negative effect of policy intervention
- Avoidance a payment of child care
- Judicial and registration procedure requires spouses should be in present
3. Setting the targets

- Have not determined officially
- Setting up an interagency working group
- Approval of the action plan for the targets
- Concerned areas
  - Foetal death
  - Cause of death
4. Strategies for action plan

• Organizational issues
  – Assigning national a focal point
  – Approving action plan
  – Establishing the coordination mechanism
• Assessment of current circumstances
• Defining the targets
• Strategies for achieving the targets
  – Foetal death
  – Cause of death
• Produce vital statistics in line with the recommendations
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